Creating a conversation between presents an unusual collection of fragrant singer, graphics editor and art director of
two series of prints from the School objects. At the center of the image, a the Canadian Dimension magazine, Clark
of Art Gallery’s Permanent Collection, large lab flask filled with pink fizzy liquid worked across many mediums as well.3
Sensibility reflects on classic art historical emits a white-grey cloud of smoke. To While never achieving broad acclaim as a
themes, the idea of an artist’s multiple, its left, a small silver fish held up on fork, visual artist, his name remains familiar in
as well as the dialogues and lessons that propped inside a shot glass, almost
occur between artists over time and appears to swim above a salt shaker
across mediums. Juxtaposing six still-life and chocolates below. To the right, a
serigraphs created by Vancouver based clear cylinder water glass containing
artist Torrie Groening (1965 – present), a cherry backgrounds a small blue
alongside a series of ‘top-hat’ lithographs medical pill, barely noticeable in the
created by Winnipeg artist Kelly Clark foreground. Nearby, a campaign cork
(1935-1995), the viewer encounters an sits below a levitating green olive, that
age-old dichotomy between material in turn sits below two plastic wrapped
and non-material culture, between the peppermints hanging from a light
interior and exterior landscapes that blue ribbon. Finally, at the tables right
inform the human experience. While edge, a test tube filled with red hot chili
Groening’s playful still-life arrangements peppers emits flame like particles into
encourage the viewer to considered the air. A bizarre arrangement of objects
embodiment through the lens of “the indeed, the scene is a critical stance
five human senses,” Clark’s reoccurring on the excess of material goods, and
top-hats provoke feelings of mystery, the the almost always absurd or uncanny
uncanny, and perhaps unknowable sides nature of ‘luxury’ goods. Ranging from
of humanity, that seem to elude
definition.
With a background in
Kelly Clark
printmaking from Emily Carr
Canadian, 1935-1995
Collage of Art and Design,
New Year’s Eve - Old Market Square, 1979
Groening’s artistic practise
Silkscreen
makes use of both old and
new technologies. Creating
installations, photographs and
Winnipeg’s art scene.
prints that represent “multilinear and often auto-fictive
In his print
1
narratives,” Groening’s images
New Year’s Eve – Old
Market Square, visual
respond to and reformulate the
reality is altered and
art historical tradition of still-life
enacted in the same
painting. In Studio Tests of the
School of Art Gallery, Special Collections Gallery
moment. In the
Senses - Taste, a wooden table
picture’s midground,
a dark grey top-hat
appears large and
looming, levitating
Exhibition Organized by Jamie Wright
under a night sky
Exhibition Text by Genevieve Farrell
that is speckled with
pink
string-lights.
Four dark silhouetted
trees stand barren
below the top-hat,
the personal to the fantastical, this lining a snow-covered field. At bottom
still-life print emphasizing the human of the picture plane, a fir tree peaks up
urge to observe, analyze, control and from the image’s border. Spot-lighted
consume the exterior world.
by a mysterious white square whose
In stark contrast to Groening’s centre features some black dashes which
images, Clark’s series of top-hat form a circle, Calrk has organized familiar
lithographs, so-called because of the objects and visual motifs into seemingly
recurring motif, remove the viewer impossible relationship with one another.
from bodily experience and sensory Immersing the viewer into a state of
understanding. Transporting the viewer uncertainty, and pushing open the chasm
to the territory of the mind where between reality and the imaginary even
Torrie Groening
unlimited possibilities exist. A Canadian further than Groening’s still-life images,
Canadian, b. 1965
artist raised in the St. Vital neighborhood the viewer descends into a dream like
Studio Tests of the Senses - Nature, 1998
of Winnipeg, Clark attended the University arena where one can no longer grasp
Serigraph, ink on paper
of Manitoba’s School of Art from 1954 onto fact or reality.
to 1958.2 Supporting himself as a folk
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While the juxtaposition of Clark and
Groening’s print series provide many rich
thematic considerations, an added layer
of intrigue lies within the striking sense of
familiarity or nostalgia each series evokes.
Working from and paying tribute to many
artists, images, and movements of the
past, Sensibility considers the broad and
subjective exchange of ideas that occurs
between artists, and the varied nature of
artistic influence. Working in the tradition
of “vanitas” paintings, Groening’s collected
still-life images, although beautiful,
represent the fragility and temporality
of material life. Also recalling the famous
painting collaboration series The Five Senses
(1618) by Flemish artists Jan Brueghel the
Elder Flemish, (1568 – 1625) and Peter
Paul Rubens (1577 – 1640), Groening’s
serigraph series Studio Tests of the Senses
uses the same framework (physical senses;
sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch) to

Meanwhile, the “R.M.” in Clark’s Ssh!
Homage a R.M. makes direct reference
to Belgian artist Rene Magritte, who
achieved popular acclaim for his dreamlike
aesthetics and evocative symbols in the
20th century. Working as a commercial
artist to support himself, Magritte is known
for having questioned the modernist
idea of the unique or original work of art.
While his tendency to produce multiple
copies of his images led to criticism by
peers in the Surrealist circle, artists and
critics alike have since admired his use
of text in images and provocative kitsch
aesthetics. Using lithography, serigraph
and silk screening to create multiples of
each image, the work of both Clark and
Groening continue a long and fraught
conversation around originality, value,
and standards of taste in the art world.
- THE END.
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Studio Tests of the Senses - Taste, 1998
Serigraph, ink on paper

inform her staged compositions of found,
collected and personal objects.
In Brueghel and Ruben’s The
Five Senses - Taste (1618), a satyr is seen
pouring nectar into a nymph’s goblet.
The characters are surrounded by
mounds of food, prompting the viewer
to reflect on the sense of taste in relation
to concepts of abundance and gluttony.
One of five allegorical paintings, these
elaborate paintings were created in layers,
with Brueghel creating the setting into
which Rubens painted the figures. In
an equally elaborate process, Groening
begins by staging collected items in her
studio, which she then draws using black
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the drawings are then exposed onto
photosensitized screens. The final images
are the result of up to twelve individually
layered color prints.4
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